SIDEWIND DEFLECTOR
INSTALLATION and CLEANING
I - Sheet Number STMPD05 Rev.A

This product is designed to be placed on the trim surface of the door.
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70°-100° F (Install temp.)
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Lower window and scuff rubber trim with Scotch Brite pad. Clean with alcohol pad. (If door trim is not rubber, do NOT scuff.)
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Apply one coat of Surface Prep promptly to rubber trim on doors where visors will be mounted. (If door trim is not rubber, do NOT apply Surface Prep.) NOTE:
When using Surface Prep, avoid contact with skin. Use in well ventilated area. If contact is made with material, flush area with large amounts of water. If irritation
persists, get immediate medical attention. USE PREP ON RUBBER ONLY.
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Remove tape liner from end flanges as needed. Peel back 2” of tape liner from top flange.
Align visor with previously cleaned trim.
Slide front end flang under the mirror cap. Carefully use a putty knife or lossen mirror cap to create a gap if needed.
With deflector in final position, remove tape liner by pulling on free ends. Apply pressure to flanges to secure.
The rear visor attaches with the same preparation mothods as the front visor. (If rear door trim is not rubber, do not scuff or apply Surface Prep. Clean with
alcohol only.)
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IMPORTANT: Clean with a SOFT cloth and soap and water ONLY! Using abrasive cleaners, chemicals, or solvents will VOID the warranty on this product.
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